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Volatile compounds are responsible for the aroma of virgin olive oil. They play an important role in the oil quality and acceptability, but its usefulness is broader, since they are also markers of both quality and traceability. The volatile composition depends on many factors, ranging from the olive variety and the environmental conditions to the technological aspects used for oil production, but also the analytical methodology influences the final volatile composition, so influencing the reliability of the results.
Several considerations should be taken into account when volatile compounds are the target or profiling analytes. The main issues of the volatile compounds analysis are the use of adequate reference materials, the selection of the optimal methodological calibration procedure and the final interpretation of the results, considering the great relevance of volatiles to carry out markers characterization or volatilomic studies. The analytical methods for determining volatiles involve different steps of the analytical process such as sampling, sample preparation, separation, identification, quantification and data analysis. All of them greatly influence the reliable and accurate analysis of VOO volatiles. The aim of this work is to establish validated analytical methods to determine the volatile compounds that can serve as markers or profiling for traceability of the oils. The volatile profile of virgin olive oil samples subjected to different malpractices were analysed using validated methods based on SPME-GC and SPME-GC-MS, and possible markers and profilings for the main sensory defects were  suggested. The chemical characterization, carried out through an integrated and validated analytical approach combining volatilomics and a specific characterization of the volatile compounds of different nature, allowed to assign various types of compounds that may be associated with the processes undergone by the oil, which can help in achieving a successful traceability. The study of the composition of characteristic volatile compounds of each sensory defect provides useful markers/profilings that allow understanding not only the biochemical or chemical origin of the sensory defects, but also the treatment undergone by the olives and the oils during the production process.

